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More than Just Kebabs for Cannington
Westfield Carousel in Cannington is the latest centre to get ‘Skewered’ with the opening of Skewerz
Kebabz in the food court last week.
The Mediterranean inspired dining concept has taken Perth and Australia by storm, with the opening of
7 stores in just 5 months.
The brand was born and bred in Western Australia and now has locations throughout Perth and in
Townsville in Queensland.
Carousel Franchisee Amrish Ghetia has worked in the store every day since opening and has witnessed
customers’ reactions first hand.
“It’s like giving customers a little taste of the Mediterranean, right here in Perth,” he said.
“The menu has so many exciting and exotic flavours consisting not only of Kebabz, but of Skewerz,
Grillerz, Gyroz and Saladz- all of which are inspired by traditional Mediterranean cuisine.”
Along with his wife Meghana, Amrish also owns and operates the Bucking Bull store in the Carousel food
court.
“Each business has a completely different product focus and menu offering, but the fundamentals are
the same- serve delicious food along with great service and the customers will keep coming back.”
Skewerz Kebabz is owned by retail food brand developer and manager Aktiv Brands and is set for further
expansion in the next couple of months.
“We couldn’t be happier with the growth of Skewerz and plan to have at least 10 stores nationwide by
mid 2013,” said Aktiv Brands Managing Director, Stuart Beechen.
Skewerz Kebabz is part of the Aktiv Brands group, along with Bucking Bull Roast & Grill and seven
Gourmet Takeaway.
For more information please visit www.skewerz.net.au or www.aktivbrands.com.
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(Pictured: Skewerz Kebabz opens in Westfield Carousel)

